I may have CF, but CF
Does Not have me.
I do not see Cystic Fibrosis as something that holds
me back, but rather as something that ignites me to
work harder and achieve more despite the odds…

William Wall

Through hard work, I have gone
from way under the height-weight
curve to leading my football team
in weight lifting max outs and
even currently running a 5-minute
mile. Fitness is one of the most
important things in my life since it
is crucial to keeping my disease
at bay. I run and lift 3-4 times a
week to stay fit and healthy.

The same drive I have for health and
fitness carries over to my
academics where I strive to become
a certified engineer pursuing an
MBA in graduate school. Managing
my CF has taught me lessons of
responsibility, structure, and time
management in which I apply my to
studies in order to succeed.

Showcased on the Bucknell
University website homepage
with article about my efforts
for education and
entrepreneurship on campus:
https://goo.gl/yTmF9v

“design-thinking leadership” is a 5-day pre-orientation
program I created and launching this summer to
educate incoming first year students about concepts
of design thinking, entrepreneurship, and team
building as well as acclimate them to the campus
climate. https://www.bucknell.edu/dtl

With so many figures leading and helping
me over the years, such as my doctors,
parents, and siblings, I have been drawn
to helping better my community and lead
others to success and happiness. I spend
most of my efforts educating young
students in under represented areas
about STEM and entrepreneurship, topics
that are relatively difficult to gain
exposure to.

While CF may be seen as a
“disability”, I love to adventure and
push the boundaries in life. I have
climbed mountains, scuba dived
wrecks, and done so many other
things doctors initially never
believed I could ever accomplish in
my life. CF is a part of me, but I will
never let it control me. I plan to
continue to work hard and prosper
despite the odds!

